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hey, i just got the same problem with my nexus6p. the
problem is that the bootloader is locked when it is not
supposed to be, because i downloaded a wrong tool. the
right tool is t3_mtk_mf.exe (one of the files in this
download) and it contains the "device maintenance
toolkit for mtk2660c". i have a nexus 6p and was trying
to unlock the bootloader. i used the fastboot flash unlock
-w command and it showed a failed (remote: unknown
command) error message. the adb devices command
showed that the device was recognized. i then tried to
connect it to my pc via usb, but it said the connection
was refused. do you have any advice on how to fix this? i
am having the same problem as this guy. i tried to flash
a custom rom, and that didnt work, i received a message
saying that the bootloader was locked. i then unlocked it
via the fastboot flash unlock -w command, but the adb
devices command shows that the phone isnt connected.
ive tried restarting my phone, and charging it, but
nothing works. please help! i had problems with my
nexus 6p bootloader. tried everything to unlock it. it
doesnt work. then i read a blog to try something and it
worked. i used the commands fastboot flash unlock -w
(backlight) and fastboot flashing unlock (bootloader) and
now i was able to get a bootloader unlock screen. but it
says "device not found". i used to run a kernel panic
every time. i ended up flashing the stock rom and the
error went away. ever since then, i have been very
careful with my device. i have not had a single problem
with it. my phone runs like a champ.
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here, we will walk through the process of unlocking the
bootloader. and it is very important to note that the
process of unlocking the bootloader is different than

flashing a custom recovery like twrp or a custom rom. we
have to follow different commands. once you have done

that, you will get a result screen similar to the one below.
so with that, let us do it step by step. before we get into
it, it is important to note that if you get stuck anywhere
during the unlocking process, you can always refer to
this tutorial. it covers all the possible cases we might
encounter during the unlocking process. in addition to

that, you can always refer to this how to unlock the
bootloader. if the bootloader has been unlocked, we will

use the command fastboot flashing unlock. after
executing the command fastboot flashing unlock, you will

get a confirmation screen similar to the one below. if
nothing of the above worked out, then you should move
to a custom recovery. the most popular custom recovery
for this error is twrp. you can find the twrp installable on
xda. you can also find instructions on xda for flashing it
to the nexus 6p. but if you wish to avoid this ordeal and

want to go the official way, you can always use the
fastboot tool to unlock the bootloader. unlike the way
twrp is built in, this tool needs to be flashed over the

recovery of your device. so to do that, you need to have
a custom recovery like twrp. see the instructions here. if
all that went well, you should be able to boot into twrp

and flash the bootloader. in case something goes wrong,
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boot into fastboot, rerun the adb reboot bootloader
command, and then try the adb flash recovery

recovery.img command. you should be good to go.
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